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ENGAGEMENT FACTSHEET

BACKGROUND
Vinci is a French industrial company. It owns infrastructure assets, mainly toll
roads and airports, while it is also active in construction. For its construction
activities, it is active, among others, in the Middle-East.

ENGAGEMENT RATIONALE
We are shareholders in Vinci and take the allegations of labour abuse very
seriously. Vinci seems to have practices in place that are better than its peers
and demonstrate leadership in safeguarding labour rights. Having said that, we
believe it is important to continuously improve operational processes and
conditions to prevent labour rights violation in general.

THEME FOR ENGAGEMENT
x Social: Human Rights

START DATE OF THE ENGAGEMENT
x We started our engagement in May 2021. Since then, we have spoken with

the company, a Global Union Federation, NGOs and rating agents.

ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
x Get transparency on working conditions for migrant labour in Qatar, that

may be in Vinci's direct supply chain for construction.

ENGAGEMENT RESULTS
x To create a full and thorough picture of the allegations in the Gulf, we spoke

to all critical stakeholders, including Amnesty International, BWI (an
industry-specific labour union federation), Sherpa ESG data provider (MSCI),
and the company.

x Following our engagement with the ESG data provider in September, the
controversy rating for Vinci has been upgraded from Watchlist to Pass in
October 2021 due to a change in the scale of impact from Extensive to
Limited after conducting a further review of the controversy.

x Vinci committed to continuous improvement of its labour and human rights
related processes and conditions (in Qatar and all its operations).

NEXT STEPS
x We will evaluate process and disclosure improvements made by the

company.
x Once company level responsible business conduct becomes a fully

established standard, the next step is to go one level deeper into sub-
contractor level, and to identify whether what is written is actually
implemented on the ground.

COMPANY
Vinci (DG-FR)

COUNTRY
France

SECTOR
Industrials

MARKET CAP
Large cap

ISSUE
Social – Human and Labour Rights

MATERIALITY
Companies in the construction and 
infrastructure sectors are exposed to 
human and labour rights risks. The 
companies depend on qualified 
labour and need to pay special 
attention to occupational health and 
safety to avoid a negative impact on 
its bottom line. 

RISK
Exposure to labour rights violations 
can lead to reputational damage, 
pushback from workers, impacted 
communities and civil society, which 
it can in turn lead to a higher cost of 
capital and lower performance.
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